
A DISTORTION THEOREM FOR
DOUBLY CONNECTED REGIONS
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Abstract. In this paper we use a symmetrization result of

Szegö and a geometric lemma to generalize a distortion theorem of

Pólya and Szegö for simply connected regions to doubly connected

regions.

1. Introduction. A set S in the complex plane will be called K-fold

symmetric about a point p if every rotation of 27t/m about p maps 5

onto itself. The following result is due to Pólya and Szegö [6j.

Theorem A. Let G be a convex region, n-fold symmetric about the

origin 0. For p(E.G, we denote by r(G, p) the inner conformai radius of

G with respect to p. Then

r{G, 0) ^ r(G, p)

for every pÇzG. Furthermore, equality is attained if and only if either

p = 0, or G is an infinite strip and p is equidistant from the two parallel

boundary lines of G.

In this paper we will use a simple geometric lemma and a sym-

metrization result of Szegö [7] to prove the above result and to

establish a generalization of this result to doubly connected regions.

Throughout this paper, we assume, for convenience, that each com-

ponent of the complement of any region has at least two boundary

points.

Let R be a doubly connected region (or ring), E the bounded com-

ponent of the complement of R and G the union of R with E. We

denote the ring R by R = (G, E), and the logarithmic capacity of R by

Cap(G, E). The set translation of E by the complex number b will

be denoted, as usual, by E+b. We obtain the following

Theorem B. Let R = (G, E) be a doubly connected region such that

(1) G is a convex region n-fold symmetric about the origin 0,
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(2) E is starlike with respect to 0 and m-fold symmetric about 0, and

(3) m and n have a common divisor d^2. Then for any pEG such

that E-\~pEG, we have

Cap(G, E + p) ^ Cap(G, E).

Furthermore, equality is attained if and only if either p = 0, or G is an

infinite strip and p is equidistant from the two parallel boundary lines

ofG.

We also note that the infinite strip between two parallel lines is

the only »-fold symmetric domain which is unbounded, and that

which does not have a unique point about which it is symmetric.

(Here, n is equal to 2.) For these reasons, statements concerning this

domain, although easy to prove and need only minor changes in the

statements, are awkward and will not usually be stated or proved in

this paper.

2. Szegö symmetrization theorem and geometric preliminaries.

Let 5 be a set in the complex plane, starlike with respect to p. We

define the boundary function of 5 with respect to p by

<j>(6) = <t>[S,p](8) = l.u.b.{ | z- p\ :zES,axg(z-p) = e\,

where — oo <0< oo and <p[S, p] is allowed to be infinite. We also

define the n-fold symmetrization function of <p [S, p] by

( "_1 /        2irj\'\ 1/n

4>n(e) = *[s, p]n(o) = | n 4s, p] h + —-J|    .

A ring (G, E) is said to be starlike with respect to p if both G and E

are starlike with respect to p. The following theorem is a summary of

some results of Szegö [7].

Theorem 2.1. Let R = (G, E) be a ring starlike with respect to 0.

Suppose that <p and \¡/ are the corresponding boundary functions of G

and E with respect to p. Then for each integer n^2,

(1) D(<f>n)= {peie:0^p<<pn(6)} is open (possibly the whole plane);

(2) D~(\pn) = {pea:0^p^\f/n(d)} is compact (possibly the single

point 0) ;

(3) if <pn is not identically oo and \[/n is not identically 0, then

(D(<pn), D-(\p„)) forms a ring;

(4) r(D(<pn),0)^r(G,p);and

(5) if the conditions in (3) are given, Cap(G,E)ztCap(D(<pn),D-(\f/n)).

We call D(<j>„), D~(\pn) and (D(<pn), D~(yj/n)) the n-fold symmetriza-

tion of the open set G, the compact set E and the ring R = (G, E) re-
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spectively. The proofs of (1), (2), and (3) can be shown by using the

semicontinuity properties of <p, <p,„ ty, and \pn.

Definition. An n-star consists of a point p called the vertex, and

n vectors emanating from p equally spaced at an angle 2ir/n. These

vectors, called the rays of the «-star, are allowed to have infinite

length. The length of an «-star T, denoted by | T\, is the sum of the

lengths of its rays. An «-star will be called regular, if all its rays have

equal length. Two «-stars T and P are said to be parallel if each ray

of T is parallel to a corresponding ray of P.

Lemma 2.2. Let G be a regular n-gon in the complex plane with the

origin 0 as center and with sides Si, ■ ■ ■ , sn labeled counterclockwise,

such that Si is perpendicularly bisected by the positive real axis. Let T

be an n-star with vertex 0 and rays alt • • • , an, such that a¡ terminates

on the side s¡; j — 1, ■ ■ ■ , n. Suppose P is any n-star with vertex pEiG

and rays b\, • ■ ■ , bn, such that each bj is parallel to a¡ and terminates

on Sj. (s, may have to be extended.) Then \T\ =\P\.

Proof. Suppose that the rays of T=T<> and P = P0 are perpendicu-

lar to the sides of G. Form the triangles whose vertices are the point

p and two adjacent vertices of G. Then the sum of the areas of these

triangles equals the area of G. That is, if L denotes the length of a

side s, of G, then
n

Area of G = £ | ¿>, \ L/2 =  \ P0\ L/2,
•-i

where \bi\ is the length of b¡. Similarly,

Area of G =  \ T„\ L/2.

Hence, | T<>\ =|Po|- Now suppose that T=Te and P = Pe are such

that each ray forms an angle 6 with the corresponding ray of To and

Po- Then

| Te |   =   | To | sec 0 =  | P01  sec 0 =  \ P$\ .

This completes the proof.

Lemma 2.3. Let G be a convex region in the complex plane, n-fold

symmetric with respect to the origin 0, and let T be an n-star with vertex

0 and rays terminated on the boundary of G. Suppose that Q is another

n-star, parallel to T, and with vertex pÇHG and rays terminated on the

boundary of G. Then \Q\ ^\T\.

Proof. If G is unbounded, then » = 2 and G is an infinite strip. In

this case, it is clear that |Q\ =\t\. Now assume that G is bounded.
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Label the points on the boundary of G at which the rays of T termi-

nate ¿»i, • • • , bn in a counterclockwise manner. Let Lx be a line of

support of G at b\ and Lj, j — 1, ■ ■ • , n, be the image of L\ under a

rotation of 2Tr(j — \)/n about 0. By the n-fold symmetry of G, Lj is

a line of support of G at b¡. If w = 2, L\ and L2 are parallel; and if

w>2, L\, ■ • ■ , Ln form a regular w-gon circumscribing G. Form the

«-star P with vertex p and rays terminated at the (extended) sides

of this regular w-gon such that P, Q and T are parallel. Clearly,

|Q| S\P\. If » = 2, it is obvious that \P\ =\T\ and if n>2, the

previous lemma also gives \P\ =\T\. Hence, | Q\ ^ | T\ as asserted.

3. Proofs of Theorems A and B. We need the following two

theorems which we shall call the containment principles.

Theorem 3.1. Let (G, E) and (G*, E*) be rings such that GC.G* and

E*CE. Then

Cap(G*, E*) á Cap(G, E).

Equality holds if and only if G = G* and E = E*.

Theorem 3.2. Let G and G* be simply connected domains with

GQG* and let pEG. Then

r(G*,p)^r(G,p).

Equality holds if and only if G = G*.

We shall now prove Theorems A and B. Consider the ring (G,E-\-p)

in Theorem B, and assume this is the same G and p as in Theorem

A. Let 0* be the boundary function of G with respect to p and <p be

that with respect to 0. Let <pd and <pd be the corresponding ¿-fold

symmetrizations of <j>* and (p. Hence, by the arithmetic-geometric

inequality and Lemma 2.3 <pd (6) ?¿<pd(0) =<t>(0) for all 6, and it follows

that G = D((j>d)Z)D((pd) =G*. By the containment principles, we have

Cap(G*,F)^Cap(G,F)    and    r(G*, 0) gr(G, 0).

By Theorem 2.1, cap(G, E+p) ^ Cap(G*, E) and r(G, p) £r(G*, 0).

Combining these inequalities, we obtain Cap(G, E+p) ^ Cap (G, E)

and r(G, p) ^r(G, 0) as asserted in Theorems A and B. The argument

of when equalities hold follows easily by using the containment prin-

ciples and by observing that, using the arithmetic-geometric in-

equality,

<h(6) = <Pd(e)    (for all 6)

if and only if G is w-fold symmetric about p.

As a corollary to Theorem B, we have
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Corollary 3.3. Let B be a compact set starlike and m-fold sym-

metric with respect to q, and let G be a region convex and n-fold sym-

metric about the origin 0 such that G contains a set congruent to B. Con-

sider the class of rings R(G, E) where

(1) G is as described above, E is congruent to B;

(2) m and n have a common divisor d¿:2.

Then minimal capacity is attained in this class by a ring in which q = 0.

Proof. By the continuity property of the logarithmic capacity and

Theorem 4.1 in the following section, we know that there is a minimal

ring in this class. The rest follows from Lemma 2.3 and Theorem B.

Observe that the corollary does not tell us the exact position of E

in G other than q = 0. When G is an open disc or when £ is a closed

disc, all positions (rotations) of E, where q = 0, give the minimal

capacity.

4. Some further comments. The following answers a question asked

in a letter from Professor J. Pfaltzgraff. We shall perform a series of

constructions in Theorem 4.2, which in conjunction with Lemma 4.1,

imply that for every relatively prime pair (m, «) there is an example

which satisfies the conditions of Corollary 3.3 (except for condition

2) and for which the conclusion of Corollary 3.3 is false.

Of course this example shows Theorem B also cannot be changed

in this way.

The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Teich-

müller's Extremal Problem and the discussion in Kiinzi's book

[3, p. 11].

Lemma 4.1. For every M>0 and d>0, there exists a 8(M, d) such

that if R = (G, E) is a ring such that

(1) The diameter of E is greater than d.

(2) The distance from E to the boundary of G is less than h{M, d).

Then Cap(G,E)^M.

Theorem 4.2. Let G be a regular n-gon in the complex z-plane

(« = 4è — 1, 4k, 4& + 1 where k = \, 2, • • • ) with center at 0. If m is

relatively prime to w, then there exists a regular m-star in G whose

length is strictly larger than any m-star with 0 as vertex.

Proof. Let G be as in Lemma 2.2. In addition label the vertices of

G counterclockwise  Vi, • • ■ ,  Vn where  Vu and  Vn determine Si.

In the case m = 2, our result is evident, since the line segment

connecting Vin+u/2 to Vi does not pass through 0, but has length

larger than any 2-star in G. For m = 2 our result follows by continuity.
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If m2:3 and n=4k — l, 4k, 4& + 1 (K = \,2, • ■ ■ ), the proof is more

complicated.

We determine the largest regular m-star which has 0 as vertex. Let

Te be the m-star with 0 as vertex and rays that terminate on the

boundary of G and such that 6 is the smallest positive angle that a

ray of Te makes with the positive x-axis. For each 6 the largest regu-

lar m-star with 6 as vertex and parallel to Te has all its rays equal to

the smallest ray of Te-

Assume each apothem has length 1. The shortest ray of Ta is

the ray perpendicular to $i and has length 1. Since m and n are rela-

tively prime, all the other rays of T0 are not apothems and are

therefore strictly larger. Letting 6 increase, there is a first d* such

that the smallest ray of Te* is not unique. The following facts

can be easily verified.

1. No three rays of any Te are equal. Therefore there are precisely

two rays of Te* which are of minimal length. One of these two rays

terminates on s\, and the other, call it b, on some other side, say Sh-

2. sh and Si are not parallel. (This is where we use the assumption

« =4A and w?£4A + 2.) We can therefore draw lines L\ and Lh through

the origin, parallel respectively to Si and s*. This divides G into four

regions. Label these regions counterclockwise I, II, III, IV, where

region I lies to the right of the positive y-axis.

3. If the argument of b is greater than tt (less than ir) by continu-

ity there is a point V in the region II (in the region III) such that the

m-star p parallel to Te* with V as vertex and rays that terminate on

the boundary of G will have its smallest ray a ray larger than | b|.

Clearly there is a m-star with V as vertex larger than any with 0

as vertex.

The example for the relatively prime pair (m, w) is obtained from

considering the regular w-gon, G (if w = 4fe + 2, use the regular 2w-gon

instead).

Let Eb be an m-star contained in the interior of G and larger than

any m-star with 0 as vertex. The existence of G and Eb follows from

4.2. We may assume that the diameter of F0>1. Let Cap(G, Eb)

= M. Let B* be the largest regular m-star in G as constructed in 4.2

and assume each of its rays has length t and form R=(G, B) where

B is the regular m-star with 0 as vertex, BEB*, and rays of length

t — 8(2M, 1) where 8(2M, 1) is defined in Lemma 4.1. It follows

easily if R — (G, E) is any ring with G as above and E congruent to

B with 0 as vertex, that Cap R^2M while Cap(G, Eb) = M. Let Ef

be congruent to B and such that Eb C-E0. Then by the containment
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principle 2M = Cap(R)> M^Cap(G, E„). This concludes the con-

struction and proves the claimed properties.

As pointed out by Pólya and Szegö, it is easy to show that we must

assume G to be convex. However, it might be interesting to drop the

assumption of starlikeness on E. There is a generalization of Szegö's

symmetrization due to Moshe Marcus [4] which does not depend

on starlikeness to perform. However it does not have the property

that it leaves nonstarlike «-fold symmetric sets unchanged.

Recently, C. K. Chui and the author [l] have discovered a partial

converse to Lemma 2.3 as well as some other related results.
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